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The tipis looked amazing and we were so proud of

them! It literally made our day, thank you. You were

fantastic from the start to the end' Iona and nick



WELCOME TO TOTEM

Located in Rural North Yorkshire Totem is a tipi and events

company providing a personal and bespoke service to all our

customers. 

Whether you are planning a wedding, party or corporate

event, tipis provide a breath taking space to make your

event an experience to remember. 

WHY TIPIS ?

Tipis are extremely versatile structures, they can be put up as a single

structure to create a small intimate venue, or linked to create larger

event spaces. These stunning structures are designed for use in the

most diverse of weather conditions, to ensure you can be comfortable

whatever the weather. 





WHY TOTEM ?

Totem is made up of a small team of people who are

dedicated to giving a personal service to all of our customers.

We pride ourselves on our service and making each and

every event special. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT

Since January 2020 Totem has made a commitment to help the environment  

by donating to the National Forest. For more than 25 years, The National

Forest has tirelessly been working with people and organisations to

transform scarred landscapes across the UK. In a bid to help this cause,

Totem will plant a tree with the National Forest, for each tipi hired out.



OUR TIPIS

 and other structures

2 tipi link
midi

3 tipi link



porch naked midi

weather proof system
extension



 

DINING AND
ENTERTAINING

 

round tables and chairs

chill out furniture
long tables and benches



LETS

DANCE!

LETS

PARTY!

bar

dance floor

stage



lighting and
heating

 

 

festoon

festoon walkwayfire pit



 

'





'People are weird. When we

find someone with a weirdness

that is compatible with ours,

we team up and call it love'

DR SEUSS





'A successful marriage requires

falling in love many

times, always with the same

person'

MIGNON MCLAUGHL IN
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